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Synaptic Transmission

• goal: to understand the 
molecular mechanisms 
involved in the function and 
plasticity of synaptic 
transmission

• focus on role of presynaptic
proteins that control the fusion 
of synaptic vesicles 

• what recruits these proteins to 
the synapse and what makes 
them stay there?
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Presentation Notes
synaptic transmission impt bc this is how neurons talk to one another. Point to image. Understanding what proteins are involved in regulation of timing important, happening all the time and very quicklycurrently unknown:	how proteins invovled in synaptic transmission are recruited and retained at the synapse	how neuronal activity controls the dynamics of these proteins



Critical Synaptic Vesicle Proteins 

• Major players:
• SNAREs: 

• synaptobrevin-2
• syntaxin-1
• SNAP-25

• synaptotagmin-1
• complexin



C. Elegans Nervous System

axon

Presynaptic terminals
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Presentation Notes
synaptic transmission conserved in C. elegansdorsal and ventral cord, presynaptic terminals communicate primarily with musclenormally think of axons as having one synapse, but many of our neurons actually look like this



Experimental Set-up

• simple geometry of axon
• photoactivable GFP (pGFP)

– soluble
– fused to protein of choice

• quantify retention/spread
• mutations



Quantifying Mobility Using pGFP



Quantifying Mobility Using pGFP



Example: complexin



Modeling

• two extremes: diffusion versus reaction
• focus on synapse where GFP is activated
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Presentation Notes
two processes happening here: either you’re diffusing, or you’re stopping at synapses to reactmath models to describe these process



Diffusion: microscopic

• random migration of 
molecules arising from 
motion due to thermal 
energy

• average position: particles 
go nowhere

• measure spread as root-
mean-square displacement
• spreading increases as 

the square-root of time

• Diffusion equation

0‐δ δ‐2δ 2δ

Position of ith particle after nth step:
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Presentation Notes
the position of a particle after the nth step differs from its position after the (n-1)th step by +/- deltaposition: + sign applies to half the particles, - sign to the other half, so mean displacement averages to zeroin order for a particle to wander twice as far, it takes 4 times as longtau=timestepn (number of steps) = t/tau



Diffusion: macroscopic

• Fick’s First Law: flux goes from regions of 
high concentration to low
• J is net flux

• Fick’s Second Law: predicts how diffusion 
causes the concentration field to change 
with time
• particles neither created or destroyed
• 1 dimensional approximation for free 

diffusion
• infinite thin cable
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Presentation Notes
thinking more about if these molecules were in a tubeJ is net flux



Diffusion: time course of decay

• Where                   , the  characteristic diffusion time
• equal to about half of decay

• To solve for average of C in our box:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can fix w, it’s the region that we photoactivateTauD is about half of decayso increase window size (w), takes longer for diffusion, which is good, so confocal can catch itso this is one way to describe the data



Reaction

C = molecule
F = what molecule is binding to
B = bound

where
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Presentation Notes
Bt = total binding sitesassume that C is clamped to a low value: so for us diffusion is making C go away very quickly(to explain graph on next page, when t goes to infinity, second term of B(t) goes to 0)



So diffusion or reaction?

• similar decay curves?

Diffusion: Reaction:

• turns out to be somewhere inbetween
• width of window (w) matters

• next step: simulate curves to separate diffusion and reactions
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Presentation Notes
similar looking graphs, but they’re not the same through mathcan test this by changing window size, and you do get a different tau, but can’t be fully explained by change in w



Summary

• goal: to understand the molecular mechanisms involved in the 
function and plasticity of synaptic transmission

• method: use pGFP fused to protein of choice (e.g. complexin) to 
study binding affinities under various conditions

• use modeling techniques to differentiate between diffusion and 
reaction components 



Why is this helpful?

• Allows us to quantitatively measure biochemical reactions in vivo

• How do synapses fight against diffusion to maintain stability?
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